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Bradley rancher leases
land to Poly agriculture
Property will cost $75,000 over 5 years
By L eo Shiffrar
s t a ff W rite r

The School of Agriculture
will benefit from another
valuable piece of real estate
in teaching its learn-by-doing
philosophy to students.
On Nov. 1, Walter and
Vida Basham agreed to lease
S.OOO acres of their 8,000acre Bradley ranch to Cal
Poly.
“ I leased it to Cal Poly
because I decided 1 wanted
out of the cattle business,”
Walter Basham said in a
phone interview Tuesday
evening. *Tve been at it 50
years and decided to turn it
over to the Cal Poly Foun
dation. Whether Cal Poly
can make it work remains to
be seen.”
Animal science professor
Ken Scotto, who's also the
coordinator of the Basham
Ranch Project, said the
five-year lease will cost Cal
Poly $3 an acre, about
$75,000 over five years.
"This is less than half the
going rate,” Scotto said.
"Normally the rate is $7 to
$10 an acre.”
“ We owe a debt of grati

tude to the Bashams for
their generosity,” Scotto
said.
In addition to the ranch,
the Bashams also gave Cal
Poly Foundation 75 cow-calf
pairs worth about $88,000
total. Basham said this will
give Cal Poly a good start
for its cattle operations.
The Bashams have owned
the ranch for nearly 25
years. They decided to lease
the property in hopes that
students will benefit from
the actual operation of a
ranch.
" It’s a good opportunity
for students to gain handson experience,” Basham
said.
The 73-year-old rancher
said he and his wife con
sidered agreeing to the
five-year lease because they
have no heirs. Walter said he
realized that his age was
catching up with him.
“ Walter wanted Cal Poly
involved,” Scotto said. "He
wanted to provide students
with an opportunity to
learn.”
"The man has a wealth of
experience and he knows so

much stuff.”
Basham said the ranch has
never lost money in the 25
years he’s had it. He at
tributed much of his success
to having a conservative at
titude.
“ I’ve always been conser
vative,” he sdid. “ I don’t
----------------- ----------------------

It's a good
opportunity for
students to
gain hands-on
experience

- Walter Basham,
who is leasing his 8,000acre ranch to Cal Poly.
-----------------9 9 ----------------borrow money and am a
strong believer in pay as you
go.”
Scotto said many depart
ments and majors within the
School of Agriculture will
benefit from this project.

System filters chemicals,
recycles Poly farm water
By K in Jarrard
atatfWmar
A $20,000 recycling and
filtration system is helping to
rinse away water worries for
C al P o ly ’s crop sc ie n c e
department.
The high technology system,
which cleans and recycles
water containing pesticide res
idue, -was installed at the crops
unit last summer.
The filtration system has
trem endously “ reduced the
volum e o f waste materials
which must be hauled to a tox
ic dumpsite,'* said Jo Ann
Wheatley, a crop science pro
fessor and licensed pest control
adviser. Before the system was
installed, contaminated water
would have to be taken to a
toxic dump often, and it cost
about $1 to $3 per gallon to

haul it, she said. Now, because
wastes hardly ever have to be
dumped, the system is saving
the state money, and payback
on it is expected in one to two
years, Wheatley said.
Granulated activated carbon,
ozone and ultra-violet light are
used, by the system to break
down pesticide residues. In one
day, up to 7,200 gallons o f
rinse water from pesticide ap
plication equipment used on
the university farm is col
lected, filtered and recycled.
U sât water is sent into an
u n d ergro u n d
tank
w here
debrk, such as leaves and
pieces o f gravel, are taken out.
It then goes to a settling tank
where silt settles on the bot
tom. Water is taken from the
top o f this tank and sent to a
Sec FILTRATION, page S

On being
professional...
Reporter Brandon Engle
discusses how it's
important to develop a
professional attitude
now, and get a jump on
those already out in the
job world.

Sec RANCH, page 8

WaHar Baaham (aacond from right) ahowa hia land to School of Agricultura
faculty mambara Kan Scotto (laft). Jack Algao and Gary Katchum (right).

Poly to get $600,000 PG&E grant
Money may help
university reach
conservation goals
By Tara Murphy
Staff Writar

Cal Poly received a grant for
almost $600,000 from Pacific
Gas and Electric Company to
help the university reach man
dated energy conservation goals.
The grant will provide money
to purchase and install energy
saving devices, and renovate
outdated energy systems at Chi
Poly.
As part of the arrangement.
Cal Poly has agreed not to ex
pand its co-generational power
plant during the next five years.
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker said he was pleased to ac
cept the grant, which "em 
phasizes the cooperative efforts
of Cal Poly and PG&E in energy
conservation.” Baker said the
program would set the tone for
conservation on the Central

Coast, and that the money would
go toward achieving additional
savings on the campus.
Some devices to be added
through the program include
motion-sensoring light switches
and reflectors for fluorescent
lights.
“ The best way to conserve
energy is simply by turning off
the light switches,” said Doug
Gerard. Cal Poly’s executive
dean of facilities and administra
tion. "These sensors wjll turn out
the lights automatically five to
nine minutes after the last per
son vacates a classroom.” Gerard
said the sensors will be installed
in 200 classrooms and labs
throughout campus.
Another addition will be mir
rored reflectors placed under
fluorescent light panels already
in place.
Cal Poly could fulfill its own
energy needs by expanding the
co-generational plant already
operating on campus. The plant
currently provides the campus
with 350 kilowatts of energy.

Whaddya
mean there's
no parking?
Sure, it’s out by the sheep,
but there's plenty of
parking to go around,
says the administration.

mostly to the residence halls. The
plant is operational only 60 per
cent of the time, said Gerard. “ In
the long run I think we’re better
off with the grant.”
Gerard said that if Cal Poly’s
plant was expanded, the campus
could meet its own energy needs.
But this would also mean Cal Po------------------- ---------------------------

For us it's a
win-win situation.

- Doug Gerard,
executive dean of facilities
and administration
----------------------

99---------------------------------------

ly would be competing with
PG&E. "It is not to PG&E’s
benefit to have the plant install
ed.” said Gerard, "For us it’s a
win-win situation.”
PG&E division manager Don
Kennady said the company was
"delighted to have forged this
Sec GRANT, page 4

Out of
Kihntrol...
It's been many years
since "Jeopardy" but
Greg Kihn is still
keeping busy touring
the highways and
byways o f the land.
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Second Opinion

Delays limit use of AIDS drug
New Federal Drug Administration dosage recommendations
for AZT will facilitate the treatment of those with AIDS, a wel
come development. But continued Food and Drug Adminstration
delays on another crucial use of the same anti-viral drug are
blocking life-extending treatment for thousands infected with the
human immunodeficiency virus that causes AIDS.
The new dosage for those with AIDS and AIDS-Related Com
plex is half that previously recommended, based on further
research that demonstrated the efficacy of the reduced dose. This
opens the treatment to those who had to give up the drug
because of bad side effects from full dosage. With the dosage
reduction, cost is cut in half, a helpful development at a time of
cutbacks in public health spending and the increased demand
implicit in findings that the drug is useful in treating HIVinfected persons not yet showing symptoms of AIDS or ARC.
Unfortunately, implementation of early intervention treat
ments with AZT of asymptomatic persons has been delayed by
an absence of FDA recommendations on dosage. The delays, ac
cording to Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, director of the National In
stitute for Allergies and Infectious Diseases, are due to “ an ac
cumulation of multiple bureaucratic and trivial reasons.” Pro
gress has also been slowed by delays in publishing the research
findings in the scientific journals that guide physicians.
Peer review is essential before research is reported in medical
journals. But there are shortcuts in sharing this vital information
that the FDA could facilitate so that there will be no further
delay in using AZT in this new way, a way that will buy longer
lives for those infected with HIV.
— Excerpted from the Los Angeles Times, Jan. 18.

Develop professionalism now
In the fourth grade little Kyle
had trouble reading some in
structions the teacher had writ
ten in cursive, so he asked for
some help.
The teacher was quite ama/ed
that Kyle couldn’t read what she
had written. After a swift ego
beating and a few put downs, she
asked another student to read
the instructions for Kyle. Of
course, the teacher made sure the
whole class knew Kyle couldn't
read them.
This event left a permanent
scar on Kyle’s self-esteem. It also
showed the teacher’s knowledge and skill in the
area of professionalism.
Professionalism isn’t confined to adults who
work in our cities’ skyscrapers. It encompasses all
parts of life. A fourth grader isn’t likely to know
what professionalism means, but he’s not going to
learn it from a teacher who treats students as if
they were unfeeling.
As we move from the decade of “ self” to one of
acutely raised awareness, I see a need for the word
“ professional” to be reinstalled in our vocabulary.
Webster’s dictionary defines professionalism as
“ Professional standing, techniques, attributes or
ethics.” For the ’80s this definition should have
been changed to “ step on anyone to get to the top,
be insulting, use bad language and get as much
money as you can, any way you can.”
This new definition would help to explain why
elected leaders continue to ignore any ethical
standards and treat those around them poorly.
What happened? I always believed there were
some basic techniques to being professional. These
included courtesy, ethics, basic manners and a
small attempt to understand those around you.
Working this summer in a professional environ
ment, I was able to experience part of the profes
sional world and how it works.
As the new student assistant, I was ready to
dazzle the corporate world with my professional
know-it-all college attitude. I learned very quickly
that I didn’t know it all. And I learned these bigbusiness executives only acted like executives
when the boss was there. While the cat was away,
the executive mice did play.

Even the secretaries would let
an obscenity or bit of gossip
dribble from their lips. While this
was happening, work wasn’t.
These pseudo-executives would
use any little excuse to chat,
smoke or whine about something.
In professionalism it’s essen
tially “ do what you say you’re
going to do when you’re going to
do it,” said Sallie Francis, presi
dent of S. J. Francis and
Assocaiates (a San Luis Obispo
public relations and advertising
c o m p a n y ). “ T h a t is the
minimum. Follow through.”
How many times has someone told you he or she
would do something or meet you somewhere and
didn’t? Is that a very professional attitude?
The office where I worked was in a partitioned
section on the second floor. One day I was instruced to move the partitions in order to create more
space for our offices. This, of course, would make
the neighboring office smaller. So, as a good stu
dent assistant, I followed the orders of my boss,
who then decided to take the rest of the day off.
When the neighboring executive saw that he
would have just a little less space, he lashed out at
me with a chorus of obscenities. He promptly
ordered me not to move the partitions. Now I’m
stuck. Do I leave the partitions and suffer the
wrath of my boss, or do I move them and endure a
day of relentless whining from a 6-year-old who
somehow got placed in an old man’s body? I en
dured the whining.
Professionalism is not a hard skill to learn, but it
is an important one. It starts here, at school. If we
act like childern toward our professors and
classmates, then we fully deserve to be treated as
such.
College isn’t a way of merely passing time until
we’re old enough to get a real job — it is our job.
This is (raining for the future. Our job now is to be
students and to be professinal at being students.
That’s not to say we shouldn’t have fun, but we
should have fun being professional.
If we don’t learn to apply the techniques, at
tributes and ethics of professionalism in college,
then we won’t be professional as practitioners in
our chosen field of work either.

Letters to the Editor
U.S. needs to be
open to new ideas
— Three cheers for Petyr
Hartlaub and his Jan. 17 column
“ Socialism could benefit U.S.”
It’s about time we stop balking
at socialism and realize it can
help fill capitalism’s shortcom
ings. Socialism is very successful
in Western Europe; the people
enjoy free health care, public
transportation and day care.
These are a few of the many pro
grams that would be much less
expensive than the private pro
grams we are now using.
This country is based on the
idea of a government that
changes to fit the needs of the
people. Remember, “ of the peo
Editor

ple, by the people, and for the
people” are not mere words but
the vow of our forefathers.
East European countries now
are fighting for a decent life. The
main reason their old governm
ents failed is they were too set on
communist beliefs to use some
capitalism.
We must learn from the
mistakes of Eastern Europe. We
must see past the blanket of
close-mindedness that tells us
everything to do with socialism
must be bad and everything to
do with capitalism must be good.
The only way our great coun
try will last is to open our minds
to new ideas and the inevitable
changes time brings.
Jeff Talbert

Aeronautical Engineering

‘Attack’ on King
concerns reader
Editor — I found the rudeness of
bystanders at the Martin Luther
King Jr. celebration and the un
reasonableness of the attack on
King in the Jan. 22 column
“ M.L. King undeserving of
honor” equally disturbing.
Like Luis Torres, I was
dismayed by what took place in
the University Union Plaza, but
when I discussed it with stu
dents, they assured me no of
fense was intended since all
speakers
there
are
treated
likewise. The column reawakened
my concern.
Perhaps life becomes easier for
some if they can drown out the

voice of conscience with
shouts and preposterous
tions. Perhaps prejudice
Cal Poly’s problem. This
reminds me my problem
won’t go away.

J
raucous
accusa
is not
column
with i,*

Steven Marx

English assistant professor

Coverage biased
on abortion vigil
Editor — I would like to know
why nothing was said at all
about the anti-abortion candle
light vigil held Monday night at
the County Government Center.
I guess only one side of the issue
is considered newsworthy.
Why is the anti-abortion

movement portrayed as a small
fringe of lunatics, if at all? I hope
everybody takes the time to do
research and find out what the
truth is.
Within four weeks after con
ception, the unborn’s heart is
beating. By the end of the 10th
week, all internal organs and
body features are clearly formed.
To say that “ being pro-choice
is being pro-child” is a lie. An
abortion is the taking of an inno
cent life and more than 20 million
lives have been taken since 1973.
“ Before I formed you in the
womb, I knew you. Before you
were born, I sanctified you and
ordained you a prophet to the
nations.” Jeremiah 1:5.
Grant Hardgrave

Civil Engineering
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Parking at Cal Poly
Administration insists spaces are plentiful
By Laura Daniels
staff Writer

Despite complaints about the
difficulty in finding parking
these days, one administration
official said there are spaces
available.
“ You pick the time and day,
and I’ll show you 200 empty
parking spaces,’’ said Doug
Gerard, executive dean of facili
ties administration.
Since some parking spaces' are
four or five blocks away, Gerard
said, “ it’s a question of conve
nience.’’
Gerard said the parking situa
tion worsens during winter
quarter because more class sec
tions are offered between 8 a.m.
and 2 p.m. than in other
quarters.
The Foundation Administra
tion Building was built last year
on parking lot C-8, relocating 45
staff and three visitor spaces to

the H-2 parking lot by Kennedy
Library. These spaces close to
the center of campus were
previously available for students.
Another 35 student parking
spaces have been replaced by the
Student Services building near
Mustang Stadium.
“ But depending on your point
of view, we still have a surplus of
parking spaces,’’ said Gerard.
The $36-per-quartcr parking
fee each student and faculty
member pays goes into a com
mon fund for the California State
University system.
Gerard said that until two
years ago, parking fees were the
same on all CSU campuses. The
trustees then decided to raise the
feeby $l2to$18.
The variable fee is based on the
number of spaces in high-rise fa
cilities. Since Cal .Poly doesn’t
have any high-rise parking
structures, the fee was raised
S12.

“ Over the years, we have con
tributed more to the parking
fund than we have received,”
said Gerard. “ Now we’re starting
to get some of it back.”
The temporary parking lot by
the beef unit will be paved and lit
in July, said Gerard. But that’s
not all.
In 1992, Gerard said he hopes
funding for the new Performing
Arts Center will coincide with
receiving money to build a park
ing structure across from Sierra
Madre Residence Hall.
Another parking structure
across from Kennedy Library is
being considered for the mid90’s.
“ We’re hoping to keep them
(the parking structures) below
grade (ground) so they won’t af
fect the scenery,” said Gerard.
Gerard said the structures,
which will have about 1,100
spaces, should cost $7 million to
S8 million.

Photos by A M B E R W ISbO M /M ustan g Dally

Formerly a student parking lot, C-2 la now for staff since construction
began this summer on the Student Services Buiiding.

Unpaid parking fines will have to be paid
By Cyndi Smith
s ta ff W ritar

Almost everyone at Cal Poly
has heard the parking ticket
rumors — they don’t have to be
paid until graduation, they dou
ble in price every year, or even
that they don’t have to be paid
at all. But, believe it or not,
parking tickets do have to be
paid. And, starting next quarter,
they will have to be paid quickly.
Cal Poly is almost one year

behind in mailing late parking
ticket notices, which leads many
students to believe they will
never have to pay their tickets.
But the backlog is not surprising
considering that Public Safety
issues more than 40,000 parking
citations each year, explained
Lee Diaz of the State Cashier’s
office.
“ The processing of parking
citations is very complicated,”
said Diaz. The cashier’s office

—

works with Public Safety and the
San Luis O bispo C ounty
Department of Technical Ser
vices to process the tickets from
start to finish, she explained.
“ When Public Safety issues
the citation, they get a copy, the
student gets a copy, the cashier’s
office gets a copy, and the last
copy goes the the county and is
keypunched into a computer,”
she said.
The output from the computer

eventually
is then sent to the cashier’s office
where, if a payment is made, it is
recorded and the process ends.
Usually, however, this is not the
case. The cashier’s office must
deal with voided citations, errors
in payment, and unpaid tickets.
“ Believing that all students
pay their parking tickets is like
believing in Santa Claus,” Diaz
said. “ It doesn’t happen.”
Although no statistics were
See TICKETS, page 6
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By Jena Thompson
staff W riter

"If you want me, I’m here, but
I don’t want to confront
anyone,’’ the spokesperson for
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant’s said Tuesday night.
"Nuclear has so much public
interest, and I am credible
because my job requires it,’’
Brad Thomas told members of
the Public Relations Student
Society of America.
As a crisis communicator,
Thomas waits for a crisis and
always “ tells it like it is.’’
“ Our philosophy at PG&E is
‘tell it like it is,’ ’’ he said. "That
doesn’t mean we need to please
everyone. It just means we cover
what we do.’’

Diablo has never experienced
an emergency, said Thomas. But
if there were an emergency, he
would contact the public within
an hour.
"In order to get good news
coverage, you need P.R., and
that doesn’t stand for public
relations,” he said. “ It means
you need to ‘perform respon
sibly.’ ”
Thomas uses his philosophies
to communicate about the emo
tional issue of nuclear energy.
"The truth of the matter lies in
the fact that you can’t change
people’s minds about nuclear,’’
said Thomas. “ You are either for
it or against it.”
"How many people here like
nuclear?” Thomas asked the
group.

Brad Thomas

No one raised a hand.
“ Nothing is perfect,” Thomas
said.
Thomas said the plant receives
a lot of static about the existence
of radioactive fuel assemblies.
PG&E can either bury its nu
Sec THOMAS, page 8

GRANT
From page 1
conservation agreement.”
Conservation efforts have been
mandated by the California State
University Chancellor’s Office.
Over the last 10 years Cal Poly
has decreased energy consump
tion by 38 percent, mostly
through programs and incen
tives.
The university has been fur
ther mandated by the state to
reduce its energy costs by 15
percent. Gerard said he feels the
university would not be able to
reach the additional goal without
the PG&E grant.
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Gerard said longterm savings
will probably come through
u p g rad in g
the u n iv ersity ’s
Energy Management System,
which he estimated would cost
$25,000. Currently operating
throughout 13 buildings, the
system regulates temperature
automatically. The grant means
the system can be added to seven
additional buildings.
All money from the grant will
go toward design and installation
of energy saving devices and
programs at Cal Poly, which is
one of the largest consumers of
electrical energy in the PG&E
service area.
The grant was approved by the
California Public Utilities Com
mission.
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KIHN: Musician...and author?
By Jeff S nelling
A&E STAFF WRITER

SANTA BARBARA/VENTURA
□ Ministry, Feb. 3, Ventura Theatre.
□ The Smithereens, Feb. 6, Ventura Theatre.
□ The Hooters, Feb. 23, Ventura Theatre.
□ Spyro Gyra, Apr. 5, Ventura Theatre.
BAY AREA
□ Bad Fn|(lish, Jan. 27, The Warfield (San Fran
cisco).
□ Jesus & Mary Chain, Jan. 30, The Warfield.
□ A.D.G, Crew, Jan. 30, I-Beam (S.F.); Feb. 7, DNA
Lounge (S.F.).
□ The Smithereens, Jan. 31, George’s (San Rafael).
□ Agent Orange, Jan. 31, I-Beam; Feb. 2, Omni,
n Dramarama, Jan. 31 & Feb. 9, I-Beam.
□ The Tubes, Feb. 2, George’s.
□ Jerry Garcia Band, Feb. 2-4, The Warfield.
□ Joe Bob Briggs, Feb. 3, Great American Music Hall
(S.F.).
□ P.D.Q. Bach with the San Francisco Symphony,
Feb. 4, Davies Symphony Hall (S.F.).
□ Ministry, Feb. 5, The Warfield.
□ Joe Satriani, Feb. 7 & 8, The Warfield.
□ Harry Connick Jr., Feb. 10, Circle Star Center (San
Carlos).
□ Hooters, Feb. 15, George’s.
□ Gallagher, Feb. 1S & 16, Circle Star Center.
□ Cowboy Junkies, Feb. 16, Great American Music
Hall.
□ Motley Crue, Feb. 16 & 17, Oakland Coliseum.
□ Mighty Lemon Drops, Feb. 17, The Warfield.
□ The Sugar Cubes, Feb. 18, The Warfield.
□ Laurie Anderson, Feb. 18, War Memorial Opera
House (S.F.).
□ I.M.P., Feb. 21, DNA Lounge.
□ Wild Boyi, Feb. 28, DNA Lounge.
□ the The, Mar. 3, The Warfield.
□ F.rasure, Mar. 6, S.F. Civic.
□ Todd Rundgren, Mar. 9, The Warfield.
□ Billy Joel, Apr. 13, Oakland Coliseum.
LOS ANGELES
□ Grapes of Wrath, Jan. 26, McCabe’s Guitar Shop
(Santa Monica).
□ Bad English, Jan. 26, Hollywood Palladium; Jan.
28, Celebrity Theatre (Anaheim).
□ The Oak Ridge Boys, Jan. 26, South Bay Center for
the Arts (Torrance).
□ (ieorge Carlin, Jan. 27, Celebrity Theatre.
□ The Residents, Jan. 26-28, Japan America Theatre
(Los Angeles).
□ Syd Straw, Jan. 31, The Roxy (L.A.).
□ Joe Satriani, Feb. 1 & 2, Santa Monica Civic.
□ Ministry, Feb. 2, Hollywood Palladium.
□ The Bonedaddys, Feb. 2, The Strand (Long Beach).
□ Dramarama, Feb. 3, Crawford Hall (U.C. Irvine).
□ Beat Farmers, Feb. 3, Bogart’s (Long Beach); Feb.
4, Peppers (City of Industry).
□ Bob Marley Day Celebration with Black I'huru,
Feb. 4, Long Beach Arena.
□ Grateful Dead, Feb. 9-11, Great Western Forum.
□ l.auiic Anderson, Feb. 12-14, Wiltern Theatre
(L.A.).
□ Motley Crue, Feb. 15, Long Beach Arena.
□ The Sugar Cubes. Feb. 16, Hollywood Palladium.
□ Tower of Power, Feb. 16, Coach House (San Juan
Capistrano).
□ The Smithereens, Feb. 16, Universal Amphitheatre.
□ Soundgarden, Feb. 17, Country Club (Reseda).
□ The Hooters, Feb. 19, The Roxy; Feb. 24 & 25,
Coach House.
□ Tears for Fears, Feb. 22, Great Western Forum.
□ Dr. John, Feb. 22, The Strand.
□ (»allagher, Feb. 23 & 24, Celebrity Theatre.
□ The Untouchables, Feb. 24, The Strand.
□ Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers, Mar. 1, Great
Western Forum.
□ the The, Mar. 7, Wiltern Theatre.
□ F.rasure, Mar. 12, Great Western Forum.
□ Tower of Power, Mar. 16, The Palace.
□ Spyro (Jyra, Apr. 6 & 7, Coach House.
□ Bohhy McFerrin, Apr. 10-15, Royce Hall (UCLA).

thurs., jan. 25
MUSIC
□ The l.ilac Time: See separate article.
□ They’re big names on the European reggae scene,
and now Midas and the Bridge have the opportunity
to grace U.K.’s W'est Indies Bar’s stage (1121 Broad
St., SLO). For more information, call 543-0223.
□ Cucui will play original acoustic music at the Ear
thling Bookshop (698 Higuera St., SLO). The 8 p.m.
show is free. For more information, call 543-7951.
□ The Bar Sharks bite off more than they can chew at
SLO BrewingCo(l 119Garden St., SLO). ThcSI show
starts at 9:30 p.m. For more information, call 5411843.
□ Tounge ’n (iroove docs the Rose ’n Crown thing
(10(X) Higuera St., SLO). For more information, call
541-1911.
See CA LEND A R, A4F page 3
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ost people would assume
that a rock singer who
hadn’t recorded an album
in three years was a
wash-up, a has-been.
Most rockers themselves
would begin to wonder if
they didn’t have a new album to promote
every year or so.
But not Greg Kihn. This long-time
rocker, who last had a hit in 1983 with
“ Jeopardy,” says he never left the rock
scene. Not only that, but he has a variety
of new projects to prove how vibrant his
career is: a new record label, new
management, a budding career as a
novelist and actor ... not to mention two
new albums.
It is the promotion of these last two
items that will bring Greg Kihn and his

Lilac Time
Relax, gang: The
lead singer isn ’t
with Duran Duran
By David H olbrook

band to San Luis Obispo next Wednesday
at D.K.’s West Indies Bar. In a phone in
terview from his home in the Bay Area
Tuesday, the enthusiastic, confident and
likeable rocker talked about where he’s
been and where he’s going.
For those who aren’t quite sure who he
is, Greg Kihn is a rock singer and
guitarist, originally from Baltimore, who
came to the Bay Area and formed the
Greg Kihn Band in 1975. They were sign
ed to the Beserkley record label, a small
company that specialized in rather unique
rock groups, and recorded eight albums of
catchy melodic rock. Their sixth album,
Rockihnroll, gave them a minor hit in 1981
with “ The Breakup Song” while their
eighth album, Kihnspiracy, gave them a
Top Five hit with “ Jeopardy” , The band
then switched to EMI to record a few
more albums, and now are releasing a
greatest hits package {Kihnsolidalion) and
a live album (Unkihntrollable) on the
Sec KIHN. A&E page 3

Bring your stompin’shoes:
Queen Ida plays Chumash
By Dan Holm es
AAE SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

AAE STAFF WRITER

o st
p e o p le
w o u ld
associate the accordian
he first thing to
with the likes of Weird
say about The
A1 Yankovic, Lawrence
Lilac Time is
Welk or visions of hell.
bad news for all
However, if you’re
you
jig g ly .
_____________
known
as Queen Ida and
tone-deaf bimbos
the Bon
Temps Zydcco band, the accor
___________ who were
expec
dian
is
the
backbone of a rhythmic, up
ting a founding member of
beat
sound
called
zydeco. That sound will
(gasp!) Duran Duran to be in
rumble
through
Chumash Auditorium
SLO town. Yes, Lilac Time
Friday night.
songwriter, vocalist and guitarist
Zydeco has its roots in Cajun music, the
Stephen Duffy did play in a band
folk
music of French-speaking Acadians in
with bassist John Taylor, and
southwestern Louisiana. The concertina, a
they were called Duran Duran.
small accordian introduced by German
But it was a “ very noisy art col
immigrants, was incorporated into Cajun
lege band” that split up after
music around 1840. Though the accordian
Stephen and John left school.
started to fade from prominence into a
Taylor then went on to found
parody instrument, it has largely made a
another band with the same
comeback.
name and the rest is, well ...
“ The accordian was always considered a
"It is a popular misconception
dormant
instrument, only able to produce
that is kind of amusing on the
polkas,” said leader Ida Guillory in a tele
one hand, but on the other it is
phone interview. “ We combine blues, rock,
also a stigma,” said Duffy in a
country,
Carribean, reggae and Latin
phone interview Tuesday from
music. It is a ‘now’ instrument, an ‘in’ in
San Francisco.
strument.”
The Lilac Time was formed in
For years, the Europeans have been ac
the summer of 1987 in Duffy’s
customed
to accordian festivals and clubs;
house in Herefordshire, England.
it’s
only
been relatively recent that the
He was spending the summer
accordian
and zydeco music became
writing songs when his brother
mainstream
in the United States — the
and some of his friends started
former,
in
bands
like Los Lobos, and the
coming over to jam. Soon they
latter,
mostly
in
Queen
Ida. In fact, just
had enough material for an
last
week,
the
accordian
or
“ squeeze box”
album. The self-titled LP was
as it is sometimes referred to, was named
churned out in nine days and
the
official instrument of San Francisco.
released by the group on a
friend’s independent record label.
“ When we made the album, I
wasn’t at all inclined to go to the
jerks in the major record in
dustry who were bound to tell me
there were no singles or commer
cial market,” said Duffy. “ That
is why originally we were an in
dependent band that released our
own records.”
Duffy has experience with
those “jerks” in the recording
industry. After making the tran
sition from a guitar-based sound
to synthesizers in the early
1980s, Duffy found himself with
a recording contract with Sire
Records, making dance records
in Britain. He enjoyed mild suc
cess with his album “ Kiss Me,”
See LILAC, A&E page 2
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This wide acceptance is just in time for
the band’s recent release of their eighth
album Cookin With the Queen. It is a
compilation of danceable tunes written by
Guillory and son Myrick Guillory (or
“ Freeze,” as fans refer to him). Guillory,
the band’s driving force, began her debut
20 years ago when she traded her career as
a school bus driver for a shot as a profes
sional musician. Since then, the Lake
Charles, La., native has received three
Grammy nominations and won one in 1982
for her album. Queen Ida — On Tour.
The other five members of the band are
key palyers in keeping the music tight,
crisp and lively. The lead guitairst, Danny
Geyer is a seasonsed musician the can ex
cite audiences with his high energy solos.
Terry Buddingh, the bassist, adds a
bluesy touch to the band’s sound. Saxaphonist Bernard Anderson complements
the players and adds his own spices to the
Cajun blend of music.
Ben Holmes III, the drummer, said he
not only keeps the timing, but “ keeps the
rhythm and groove flowing steadily to
keep the energy alive while having a good
time.”
The band, recently back from a fourweek tour in Africa, has played in several
countries and has 200 tour dates a year.
The band has performed at many notable
clus, festivals and on television shows as
well (they were on the Pat Sajak show on
Tuesday). In 1987, they lived every per
former’s dream by playing at Carnegie
Hall in New York City. They were the
opening band for Land Smith Black
Mambazo, who is best known for their
vocal work with Paul Simon on the
Graceland album.
See QUEEN, AAE page 2
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but became disenchanted with
the turn his career was taking.
So, he bought a house in
Herefordshire and began to write
songs on guitar without accom
modations for commercial suc
cess.
Ironically, after The Lilac Time
released the first album they
started getting offers from the
major labels. The band decided
to “sign with Polygram because it
allowed them artistic freedom
and a promotional tour in the
States. Although there has been
an alternative market in America
for at least the last 10 years,
Duffy says it is just emerging in
the United Kingdom.
“ Strange things are happening
in England for the first time in
20 years,” said Duffy. “ I do not
know if it is the millenium or
something, but you feel like you
can open your own club, or start
your own progressive rock band
or underground newspaper.”
Duffy believes this burgeoning
creative environment is an ex
odus from the restricting con
servatism of the past decade —
the “ revenge of the suburban
m entality” led by Margaret
Thatcher and Ronald Reagan.

“ I think this is the first time in
years to be optimistic, although
you still have (President George)
Bush and we still have That
cher,” he said.
Duffy’s politics infiltrate his
lyrics, but do not burden them
with the dogma of a Billy Bragg
or Jello Biafra. The Lilac Time’s
records are consistently soft,
acoustic, and danceable — the
kind of stuff best listened to with
your girlfriend on Ecstasy.
For their two-week North
American tour. The Lilac Time
has been whittled down to guitar,
bass and drums, what Duffy
describes as a “ power folk-trio.”
The shows have been drawing an
eclectic mix of college students,
folk admirers and “ that Depeche
Mode type.” When they com
plete the tour they plan to return
to England and finish a third LP
with the help of Andy Partridge
of XTC.
□ The Lilac Time wiU be playing
an in-store concert at Big Music
Records at 5 p.m. on Thursday
and later that evening at 7 p.m. at
D.K. ’s West Indies Bar. For more
information, call either Big Music
at 543-8164 or D.K. ’s at 543-0223.

Newman: Me, myself and I
Artist's work is
lì is own fcciiii¡>s
By David Holbrook
A&t STAhF WRIT! R

Ithough he has
spent much of
his life taking
pictures of peo
ple better known
than
him self,
A rn o ld
N ew 
man’s work is primarily a reflec
tion of his own feelings, ideas
and perceptions of life and the
personalities that color it.
“ My work is an explanation of
myself, the way I think, the way
1 feel, the way 1 visualize,”
Newman told a standing-roomonly audience in the Architec
tural Engineering Building last
Friday. “ It’s not an ego. It’s
what an artist’s job is. You have
to show how you feel about the
world.”
Newman grew up wanting to
be a painter, but because of the
Depression he was forced to
leave his studies and take a job
with a photography chain in
Philadelphia. For Newman this
was a time of compromise — be
tween his own artistic leanings
and the commercial claims of the
industry.
“ We weren’t turning out
photographs we thought were
art,” said Newman. “ We were
just turning out the best damn
photographs we could under the
circumstances.”
After
experimenting
with
abstraction as well as documen
tary and environmental portrait
p h o to g r a p h y ,
N ew m an
established his own studio in
1945.
Since his beginnings as a
photographer, Newman’s pic
tures have focused on people.
But besides a complete pres
entation of the physical and per
sonality traits of an individual,
Newman longed to “ show the
subject’s relationship to his
world.” His success at this, the
environmental portrait, has led
him
a ro u n d
th e ‘ w o rld ,
photographing the rich, famous
and powerful.
But Newman remains largely
unimpressed with the titles, ex
ploits or successes of his elite
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So far. Queen Ida says the
future looks bright for the band,
such as a new album, a video and
of all things, “ I’m putting
to g e th e r
a C a ju n /C r e o le
cookbook of favorite recipes from
my childhood,” she said.
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subjects,
“ What the hell is fame?.It is
what the people mean to me that
is important,” he said. “ It is
what they do with their per
sonalities and how I perceive and
interpret them.”
The creative insights Newman
is able to present on film by
“ joining forces with the sitter” is
what he considers photographic
art. His personal feelings of suc
cess stem not from the notoriety
of his subjects, nor from his
technical expertise, but from the
ideas aroused by a personal in
teraction with an original indi
vidual.
“ Ideas are the one definable
thread running throughout the
history of art,” said Newman.
“ The revolution in 20th Century
art was triggered by one man us
ing 'traditional techniques and
subject matter of nothing more
than apples, landscapes and
people — nothing very revolu
tionary. But (August) Cezanne’s
ideas stunned and revolutionized
the art world,” said Newman in
deference to one of his favorite
early painters.
Newman’s perceptions about
people are as diverse as their
personalities. His works show
the ab ility to reject lazy
generalizations and vigorously
pursue the inner-workings of ar
tists as incongruent as Jackson
Pollock and Grandma Moses. It
is an art that requires a confi
dent, flexible creativity.
“ To make a formula out of
photographing people is to ac
knowledge the fact that you have
no imagination, no ability to

imagine things ... I prefer to take
chances with each and every
photograph,” he said.
But the use of imagination is
not designed to create a fictional
figure on film; it is a tool for il
luminating the subtle, and often
hidden, truths of an individual.
But it is a subjective honesty —
true to Newman’s perceptions
and not his subject’s expecta
tions. His portrait of Alfried
Krupp, the convicted Nazi war
criminal who had just been
released from jail, presents a
thin, red, perspiring face flashing
a malevolent grin, with fingers
clasped under a pointed chin.
P r e s u m a b ly ,
K ru p p
was
unbeknownst of Newman’s in
tentions.
“ I thought of him as the
devil,” said Newman. “ Why
shouldn’t photographers state
what they think? This was my
own protest.”
After more than 50 years in
photography, Newman is now
experimenting with innovative
ways to express his ways about
people, including collage and
handwork. His portrait of Andy
Warhol, a collage composed of
sections of his face from several,
different pictures, tries to ac
count for the “ many masks” the
late artist revealed to his friends.
But whatever the photographic
technique or medium, Newman’s
personal interest in his subjects
will remain the inspiration of his
art.
“ We don’t take photographs
with our c a m e ra s ,”
said
Newman. “ We take them with
our hearts and with our minds.”
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Photographer Arnold Newman, affixing his John Hancock.
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□ Premium tickets fo r the Queen
Ida and the Bon Temps Zydeco
band are $14 fo r the public and
$12 fo r students and seniors citi
zens; $12 and $¡0 fo r preferred
seating, respectively. The 8 p.m.
show is sponsored by Cal Poly
Arts. For more information, call
756-1421.
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Review: Bands (and people) of all
kinds at D.K.’s bar for Earth Day
outdoors instead of a dimly-lit
nightclub. The delicate style of
their music seemed to lack drive,
n evening such although the juxtaposition with
as last Sunday’s the previous jazz group may
at D.K.’s West have contributed to this.
Indies Bar could
The Monkey Wrench Gang
serve as a model
followed
next, with an old-timey
of the world in
American
folk style of narrative
miniature. Peo
ballads played on the guitar,
ple of all kinds — hippies, banjo, mandolin and harmonica.
Rastas, surfers, older people, The group’s singing was its
cowboys, preppies, modern-day strength, mixing fine harmonies
beatniks, even a couple who with the authentic-sounding high
looked like the FBI — all got to nasal lead of Peter Heithoff.
mingle and rub shoulders.
Their songs mixed traditional
So what better place for a tales of mine workers with their
benefit for Earth Day, an event own stories of such modern con
designed to bring people of all cerns as the Exxon Valdez oil
kinds together to try to make the spill.
best of this place we’re in.
U nfortunately, their lyrics,
Seven bands played at the
event, part of Create Peace their main focus of interest, was
Week. Leading off was the Old greatly diminished by only being
School Quartet, a hard-bopping sporadically audible. Whether it
jazz group, complete with a sax was due to the noise of the busily
player wearing a black beret. conversing crowd or to a poor
While all four were extremely sound system, the group’s music
(One
p a rtic u la r
competant musicians, the stand su ffe red .
out was their drummer. His pro highlight, though, and the most
pulsive drumming and tasty ac understandable song, was a
cents kicked along the beat, humorous ditty about a boy’s
while his enthusiastic presence quest to find the meaning of the
enlivened the stage. At one point term “ salty dog.’’)
Another diminishing factor
he even played several measures
with one hand, with the other was the various environmental
drumstick in his teeth. This videos played between bands.
allowed him to switch to brushes These videos, which should have
added to the experience, were
without missing a beat.
T h is
g ro u p
kept
th e projected on a screen that drop
moderate-sized but interested ped down in front of the band
crowd humming along and tap stand. Unfortunately, one section
ping their feet despite the angu of the room off to the side, could
lar melodies and fragmented not sec the screen. Unless those
folks are willing to risk losing
rhythms.
their
seats, they are left bored
Next came the Moody Druids,
and
frustrated.
Hopefully D.K.’s
a group who played mostly
will
correct
this
situation in the
traditional Irish folk tunes on
such varied instruments as the future.
After the Gang was the Mobile
guitar, banjo, harp and ham
mered dulcimer. Possibly due to Hombres, easily the event’s
their style, it seems they would highlight. One doesn’t expect
be more in place in the great much when these four unassum
By Jeff Snelling

A&E STAFF WRITER

ing-looking guys take the stage
wearing jeans and T-shirts, but
those expectations quickly sky
rocket as their remarkable songs
make instant fans. Their songs
are very memorable, sounding
like old favorites without im
itating them. Their sound is
rem iniscent of o th er sixties-influenced intelligent poprock groups like the Smithereens
or R.E.M.
Strong vocals and finelyblended harmonies ride atop
t a s te f u l g u i ta r s , f o r c e f u l
rhythmn and the occasional
tamborine, trumpet and har
monica. This is real rock, songs
that sound like the players mean
them.
The crowd responded to them
with an almost reflexive case of
happy-feet, filling the dance
floor. On top of everything else,
the Mobile Hombres have a sense
of humor, as shown by their
unique interpretations of “ Low
Rider” and “ My Sharona” within
one of their own songs. Needless
to say, this kind of rock never
goes out of style.
Alas, the level of excitement
dropped several notches with the
next group Cucui, a standardissue folk group. The group
should have been placed sooner
in the line-up, and by the time
they took the stage after a toolengthy set-up, the crowd was
largely uninterested, despite
their fine singing.
Unfortunately, this reporter
was unable to hear the muchanticipated dark stylings of
Trees of Mystery and the bounce
of Rhythm Akimbo, two wellestablished SLO bands. But this
didn’t keep the benefit from be
ing a successful blending of
various people and music, one
little world’s way of reaching out
to the world at large.

It’s 100 percent predictable
‘Internal A ffairs’
is about as old hat
as a movie can get
By Rob Lorenz
A*E SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

hen you can
predict
what’s
going to happen
with 100 percent
accuracy in any
movie, you know
th e re ’s som e
thing wrong.
When there is unnecessary use
of vulgar language in a movie,
you know there’s something
wrong.
When, for the first half hour of
a movie you are bounced hap
hazardly from scene to scene,
you know something is wrong.
Despite the predictability,
vulgarity and haphazard plot,
however. Internal Affairs, the
new release starring Richard
Gere and Andy Garcia, has some
redeeming qualities. Not many,
but some.
The movie pits Garcia (the
good guy) against Gere (the bad
guy) in an unbelievable plot in
volving police corruption. Gar
cia’s character, a new addition to
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the internal affairs division of the
police department, discovers in
the course of routine investiga
tion that Peck (Gere) may be a
little too well off for a cop.
Turns out that Peck has been a
very bad boy — his two ex-wives
are loaded, he’s sleeping with his
partner’s wife (along with any
other woman he can get his
hands on, including his present
wife) and he’s making tons of
cash protecting some very bad
people. Not to mention he’s been
hired to kill an elderly couple.
But Ramon (Garcia) is on to
him. The resulting investigation
and obsessive pursuit of Peck
creates mayhem and madness
throughout the city. Graphic
deaths, sex and language mark
the final two-thirds of the movie
as Ramon, typecast as the “ in
tuitive” cop, puts his marriage
and career on the line in his
relentless pursuit of the police
officer gone bad.
So, the movie is dedicated to
chasing Peck all over the city.
Ramon thinks he’s on to some
thing, and the lead in the case is
eliminated with a sawed-off
shotgun. Ramon thinks he’s on
to something else, and that lead
is eliminated by a trigger-happy
SWAT team. Ramon gets bum

med out, hits his wife, gets
drunk, but in the end, he’s a
happy man, because he wins, and
everyone lives happily ever after.
The action in this movie is
non-stop. It keeps you on the
edge of your seat, which is good
— I guess. Too bad the non-stop
action is so predictable — if it
wasn’t, this movie could have
been a legitimate thriller. In
stead, it’s just a predictable
thriller with a predictable,
shallow plot.
A bright spot in the movie is
Gere’s portrayal as the cop gone
bad. He’s believable as a psycho,
even though the acts his charac
ter carries out just aren’t
believable.
Another problem in the movie
is the portrayal of all but one of
the women. They are all weak,
submissive women who kow-tow
to the whims of the strong male
characters. The only strong
woman is Ramon’s partner, but
the director justifies her strength
by casting her as a lesbian.
Puhleeez!
There were few redeeming
qualities, and even fewer worth
mentioning, in Internal Affairs.
Don’t waste your money, unless
you need an ego boost in the
prophecy area.

K IH N
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Rhino label.
When asked why he hadn’t
recorded in three years, Kihn
stated that he had become
basically fed up with the record
business. Kihn noted that he was
glad to be free from his EMI
contract.
“ I’ve always been a maverick,”
Kihn said. “ 1 play by my own
rules.”
Kihn said that it’s possible to
be successful without being on
the record charts, noting that
during his recording hiatus he
often performed live and made
plenty of money. He mentioned
his friend Eddie Money as some
one who “ freaks out” if he
doesn’t record an album a year.
But to Kihn it’s no big deal.
“ I just enjoy life,” he said.
“ A lot of groups sell their souls
to make it,” he said, “ and then
when it’s over they commit
suicide or fade away ... .Some of
us just like rock ’n roll; we’re
lifers!”
Kihn hasn’t just been playing,
though. Rather he’s branched
out into writing and acting. Kihn
has recently published a book
called Devil’s Dust which he
described as a “ rock ’n roll novel
with Stephen King overtones.”
Kihn said his writing came natu
rally from being an avid reader.
“ If you’re a heavy reader,” he
said, “ you invariably find
yourself saying ‘I can do that.’ ”
Kihn noted that writing stories
has long been a sort of therapy to
him on the road, and that he’s
always been a storyteller. In fact,
many of the incidents in his
novel are based on actual events
that happened to him and long
time bassist and co-songwriter
Steve Wright.
“ They’re fiction, but with
kernels of truth,” he said.
Kihn went on to explain the
appeal of writing to one who likes
to read: “ It’s like reading a great
novel, only I’m in control.”
Besides writing, Kihn has also
begun dabbling with acting,
something he finds relatively
easy to do. “ It’s not like the
guitar where you have to prac
tice,” he said. “ We’re all actors.
We fake crying to get out of
school.”
Kihn was not impressed by the
actors that he’s dealt with.

preferring to get by on attitude
rather than honed skills.
“ These people took themselves
way too seriously,” he said. “ As
a rocker, I don’t take anything
seriously. I think if you don’t
know what you’re doing it’s bet
ter.”
Kihn’s approach to life in
cludes surrounding himself with
friends both new and old,
whether it’s with a new record
company, new management or
new musicians in his band. Kihn
said that he signed with Rhino
because of the better treatment
they give artists, noting that
he’s become good friends with
the label’s president.
Dick Clark, head of Kihn’s new
management, is an old friend,
since Kihn has performed on
American Bandstand several
times. And new lead guitarist
Jimmy Lyon, former guitarist for
Eddie Money, is a friend through
the two bands’ ties. Drummer
Marty Schuchardt rounds out
the band.
Asked about highlights in his
recording career, Kihn said that
he likes all of his records, but to
him Rockihnroll stood out. “ That
one was a lot of fun, real honest,”
he said.
But does he regret the
misleading one-hit wonder legacy
of his danceable “ Jeopardy?”
The group was expected to con
tinue in that same vein, despite
the fact that the song was unlike
anything else they did.
“ Other
successful
groups
would play by the rules,” Kihn
said, meaning that they would
clone their hit. “ But we were in
capable of doing anything other
than what we do. We just kept
rolling along, oblivous to the
world.”
Doing what they do — playing
melodic straight-forward rock —
is what Kihn feels best about
with his return to recording on
the live album Unkihntrollable.
“ I’m proud of it,” he said. “ It’s
a really honest album.”
□ The Greg Kihn Band plays
Wednesday, Jan. 31 at D.K. ‘s
West Indies Bar fo r a record
release party, with albums, CD’s
and cassettes given away by
drawings. Tickets are $10, and the
band is scheduled to play two sets
starting at 9 pm. For more infor
mation, call 543-0223.

CALENDAR

Ingmar Bergman’s ‘Persona’ Is at Chumash Monday.
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From A&F. page 1
LIVE THEATER
and ARTCINEMA
□ Agatha Christie’s The Mousetrap
will be performed by The Great
American Melodrama (Highway 1,
Océano). For more information, call
489-2499.
□ PCPA Theaterfest presents The
F.lephanI Man, based on the life of
John Merrick. The 8 p.m. show will
be at the Marian Theatre at Allan
Hancock College in Santa Maria. For
more information, call (8(X)) 221-9469.

I □

□

□

□

fri., jan. 26
COMEDY
□ Susie l.ourks headlines at Bob
Zany’s Comedy Outlet (located in
Mullarkey’s at the Embassy Suites,
333 Madonna Road, SLO) with Gill
Christner and Bob Zany. Tickets for
the 8 and 10 p.m. shows are $6, or
free with dinner. For more informa
tion, call 549-0800.
MUSIC
Queen Ida: See separate article.
□ The Dwight Twilly band is sched
uled to rock D.K.’s West Indies Bar.
Svt CALENDAR, A&F-page 4
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For more information, call 543-0223.
□ Sue Has.s plays at Earthling
Bookshop The free show begins at 8
p.m. For more information, call 5437951.
□ Hey, all you Yup-heads! It’s a
ihirlysomelhing danceparty at SLO
Brewing Co. Bring your BMW’s and
your platinum credit lines —
everyone can share in the greed! The
$2 show begins at 9:30 p.m. For more
information, call 541-1823.
□ Who Cares shimmies back into
The Rose ’n Crown. The $2 showstarts at 9 p.m. For more informa
tion, call 541-1911.
LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA
□ The San Luis Obispo Little
Theatre will perform The Worlds of
Shakespeare. The 8 p.m. show is $8.
For more information, call 543-3737.
□ The Mousetrap: See Jan. 25.
□ The Elephant Man: See Jan. 25.

sat., jan. 17
COMEDY
□ Susie Loucks: See Jan. 26.
MUSIC
□ Equinox will play electronic music
at Earthling Bookshop. The free
show is at 8 p.m. For more informa
tion, call 543-7951.
□ Lambsbread plays traditional reg
gae, with a Calypso influence to boot,
at D.K.’s West Indies Bar. For more
information, call 543-0223.
□ One of SLO’s favorite bands, the
Mobile Hombres, once again grace
the stage at SLO Brewing Co. The $2
show starts at 9:30 p.m. For more in
formation, call 541-1823.
□ The San Luis Obispo County
Symphony will play at the Church of
the Nazarene (990 James Way, Pismo
Beach). The 8:15 p.m. concert tickets
areS8, $14.50and $17.50. For more
information, call 543-3533.
□ An Alternative Dance Club comes
on the scene at The Ballroom Express
(444 Higuera St., SLO). The cover is
$5 and will open at 7 p.m. For more
information, call 544-8408.

with the Woody Herman Orchestra
at Cuesta College. For more informa
tion, call 546-3108.

LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA
□ The Mousetrap: See Jan. 25.
□ The Elephant Man: See Jan. 25.
□ The Worlds of Shakespeare: See
Jan. 26.

wed., jan. 31

sun., jan. 28
MUSIC
□ The David Becker Tribune brings
a traditional jazz guitar feel to D.K.’s
West Indies Bar. The show starts at
8 p.m. For more information, call
543-0223.
□ Brian Lenz plays at Earthling
Bookshop. The 8 p.m. show is free of
charge. For more information, call
543-7951.
□ The Central Coast Jazz Society
presents the jazz group Cats ’n
Jamers from Sacramento at the
Pismo Beach Veterans Building (780
Bello, Pismo Beach). The Society is
requesting a $3 donation at the 5
p.m. show. For more information, call
773-2055.
LIVE THEATRE
and ART CINEMA
□ The Mousetrap: See Jan. 25.

MUSIC
□ Reggae folks Bop Harvey will play
at D.K.’s West Indies Bar. For more
information, call 543-0223.
□ The Bar Sharks: See Jan. 25.
LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA
□ The Mousetrap: See Jan. 25.
□ The Elephant Man: See Jan. 25.

Time iistings in parentheses are additionai weekend times, unless other
wise noted.
♦
□ The Bay Theatre
464 Morro Bay Blvd., Morro Bay.
772-2444.
Call for movies and showtimes.

MUSIC
□ Folksters and closet nutritionists
The Leftovers play a well-balanced
diet of sound at D.K.’s West Indies
Bar. For more information, call 5430223.
LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA
□ Ingmar Bergman’s 1966 film Per
sona comes to Chumash Auditorium,
as part of a continuing Bergman film
series sponsored by Cal Poly Arts.
The show starts at 7:30 p.m. For
more information, call 756-1421.

MUSIC
□ Vocalist Anita O’Day will sing

thurs., feb. 1

m o v i e s

mon., jan. 29

tues,, jan, 30

MUSIC
□ Greg Kihn: See separate article.
□ The Los Osos Philharmonic return
for Irish Happy Hour at SLO Brew
ing. The free show begins at 5:30 p.m.
For more information, call 541-1843.

□ Century Cinemas
6905 El Camino Real, A tascadero.
466-4611.
• War of the Roses, 1,4,6:45,9:30.
• Born on the Fourth of July, 1,4,
6:45,9:30.
• Steel Magnolias, 1,4, 6:45, 9:30.
• Always, 1,4,6:45, 9:30.
• Blaze (ends Thurs.), 2:15,4:30, 7,
9:30.
• Christmas Vacation, (ends Thurs.),
2:15,4:30,7,9:30.
• Tango and Cash (starts Fri.), (12),
2:15.4:30,7,9:30.
• Ski Patrol (starts Fri.), (12:30), 2:30,
4:30,7:15,9:30.

□ Festival Cinemas
1160 IV. Branch St., Arroyo Grande.
481-7553.
• Born on the Fourth of July, 1,4,
7:15, 10.
• Steel Magnolias, 12:10, 2:35, 5:05,
7:40, 10:05.
• Tango A Cash, 12:35, 2:40, 4:50, 7,
9:35.
• Back to the Future 2, 12:40, 3, 5:15,
7:45, 10:15.
• War of the Roses, 12,2:25, 4:50,
7:20,9:55.
• Internal Affairs, 12:05, 2:25, 4:45,
7:35, 10.
• Tremors, 12:45, 2:45, 4:55, 7:25,
9:40.
• Little Mermaid, 12:20,2:15,4:20,6
Thurs only; 12:20, 2:15,4:20 thereaf
ter.
• Every body Wins, 12:25, 2:30, 4:40,
7:20,9:35 Thurs. only; 7:20, 9:35
thereafter.
• Texas Chainsaw Mas.sacre 3 (ends
Thurs.), 8, 9:15.
• Ski Patrol (ends Thurs.), 1:30, 5:10,
9.
• Downtown (ends Thurs.), 3:20, 7:05.
• Driving Miss Daisy (starts Fri.),
12:25,2:30,4:40,7:10,9:40.
• Strike It Rich (starts Fri.), 12:25,
2:30,4:45,7:30, 10.

□ Sunset Drive-In Theater
255 Elks Lane, SLO. 544-4475.
Call for movies and showtimes.

o n g o i n g
□ “ Mysteries of Prehistoric
America: The Mimbres People &
Their Pottery” is the name of a show
by Steven LeBlanc. It will be shown
at the Cuesta College Art Gallery be
tween Feb. 1 to Feb. 26. For more in
formation, call 546-3202.
□ The ninth annual exhibition of
watercolor and ink paintings by Vern
Swanson will be shown in the gallery
of the Robert E. Kennedy Library
until Feb. 2. For more information,
call 756-1511.
□ Internationally-renowned
photographer Arnold Newman will be
featured until Feb. 4 in the Universi
ty Art Gallery in the Dexter building.
For more information, call 756-1 111.
□ Paintings by Bay Area artist Dave
Archer will be featured at the San
Luis Obispo Art Center (1010 Broad
St., SLO) until Feb. 4. For more in
formation, call 543-8562.
□ Three Central Coast artists —
Marian Stevens, Jamie Tasen and
Patricia Riley — will be featured at
the University Union Galerie until
Feb. 15. For more information, call
756-1182.

□ Fremont Theatre
W35 Monterev St., SLO. 543-1121.
• Always, (12:30, 2:45, 5), 7:00, 9:15.

upcoming

□ Madonna Plaza Theatre
243Vi Madonna Rd., SLO. 544-3488.
Call for movies and showtimes.

George Winston, Mar. 5, Cuesta Col
lege Auditorium.

□ Mission Cinemas
1025 Monterey Street. SLO. 5412141.
Call for movies and showtimes.

I f you have information pertaining to
upcoming events fo r Calendar, please“
mail to: Mustang Daily. Graphic Arts
226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
93407, A TTN: Stewart McKenzie,
A&E Editor. Deadline is Tuesday be
fore publication.

□ Palm Theatre
817 Palm Street, SLO. 541-5161.
• Shirley Valentine, (4:45), 7.
• Sidewalk Stories, 7 Thurs. only;
9:15 thereafter.
• Sex, Lies and Videotape (ends
Thurs.), 9:15.
• Heavy Petting (ends Thurs.), 9:15
• Queen of Hearts (starts Fri.), (4:45),
7.9:15.

lie MustangDaly.
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ILTRATION
m page 1
rglass ozone generator.
,n the generator, oxidizers
irk to break down pesticides
non-toxic compounds in the
jter, which is then sent
'ough an oil separator. The
arator removes oil fumes and
iscl from the water.
fter this, the water goes
ough a series of drums con
ing granular activated char1, which any leftover particles
. cling to.
¡n the final step, the water

goes through ultra-violet light,
and the clean water is stored in a
tank, ready for use.
Although the system still pro
duces toxic wastes, they do not
have to be taken to a toxic waste
dump nearly as often as they us
ed to, Wheatley said.
The system operates only when
it is needed, she said. This way,
it does not use a lot of electricity.
The system is highly en
vironmentally oriented, said
crops technician Bruce Bramsen,
because pesticides do not have to

be discarded in a toxic dump.
“ We’re saving water, and there
is that much less hazardous
wast e on t he h i g h w a y , ”
Wheatley said.
Bramsen said he believes Ca!
Poly is the only California cam
pus to have such a system.
A1 Smith, a Santa Cruz County
rancher and Cal Poly alumnus,
gave $10,000 to help pay for the
system manufactured and in
stalled by the Wilbur-Ellis Com
pany in Fresno. Cal Poly came up
with the other half.

AVAILABLE FOR A
LIMITED TIME

arolee Rothenberg to be watched closely
)S ANGELES (AP) — David
^thenberg will never forgive his
[her for setting him ablaze,
fing Wednesday’s release of
man who disfigured him
Ives him terrified despite un^ ced en ted measures to keep
th» felon away.
‘ ‘Obviously, he is very con-

cerned and he has every reason
to be,’’ said Tipton Kindel,
s p o k e s m a n f or t he st at e
Department of Corrections in
Sacramento.
Rothenberg, wearing an elec
tronic leash that will monitor his
movements during three years’
probation, “ was escorted out of

•

SHOP NOW FOR
BEST SELECTIONS

the prison by motor vehicle’’
shortly after midnight, said
Kindel.
“ He is out on parole and he has
reached his destination,’’ the
spokesman said, declining to
even
di s c l os e
wh e t h e r
Rothenberg was paroled within
See ROTHENBERG, page 6
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ive your Sweetheart, friend or even your enemy a Valentine in our special personal
edition of the Daiiy Ciassifieds February 14th. Use our form in this issue, or look for our
ed" order form in the Graphic Arts Buiiding room 226 or the information desk in the U.U.
'ith each ad, you wiii autom aticaiiy be entered into a drawing for a $25 gift certificate
for Da Vinci's restaurant.

Deadline: Wednesday February 7'^

M

u stan g

D

valentines classified order Form

a il y

Graphic Alts Bldg #226 San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805)756-1143

Name .

Special "HEART
FRAME" up to 5 words
boldface ONLY $5

Address
T e le p h o n e ________________________

Filling out this portion automatically
enters you In special Mustang Daily
drawing-A chance to win a $25 gift
certificate to Da Vincis restaurant.
Winner will be notified by Feb. 10th.

Special
Symbols

Deadline:
February 7th at 3pm

Only
$2.00 EXTRA
with your
minimum 2-line
ad at our regular
rates

AD RATES
This
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REGULAR 8pt type;

This is 14pt type:

Circle Symbol of Choice

$1 10
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Boldface: Extra $1.00
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X
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-I= $
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All advertising copy and matcnals are subject lo acceptance by the Mustang Daily Business Manager.
The Business Manager reserves the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or art submitted
at any lime prior to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.
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TICKETS
From page 3
available as to how many stu
dents pay their tickets within the
allotted 21 days, Diaz said it was
“ not very many.”
Parking ticket fines range from
between $5 for overtime in a
metered space to $61 for being
caught with an altered or forged
permit, said Cindy Campbell,
parking supervisor for Public
Safety. Campbell said the most
common parking violations are
parking without a permit and
parking in an unauthorized zone.
The fines for those are $15 and
$10, respectively.
Students are given 21 days to
pay parking tickets or a warning
notice is sent to the registered
owner of the vehicle. The notice
warns that if the ticket is not
paid within the next 30 days, the
fine will increase by $10 and the

VOLKSWAGEN
PEUGEOT
PORSCHE
CITROEN
BMW
AUDI

car will not be eligible to be re
registered or sold.
“ The warning notice process is
fairly new,” said Diaz, explaining
that it was started about three
years ago. Before that, the fine
for an unpaid ticket would
automatically increase by $10
after 21 days. Although the new
warning process is more lenient
toward students, it takes a lot
more work, she said.
“ We have had to revamp our
entire system to deal with these
warning notices,” said Diaz. This
has caused about a nine- to 12month backlog of tickets, which
means students are just now
receiving warning notices con
cerning tickets they got last
year.
Campbell believes the new
warning system is making stu
dents more aware that they need

to pay their parking tickets.
“ People get one notice, and
realize they’re going to have to
pay all their other tickets even
tually, so they come in and do it
all at once,” said Campbell.
Diaz expects the cashier’s of
fice will catch up with the
backlog of tickets by spring
quarter. This means students
will receive a warning notice
three weeks after receiving a
ticket.
“ 1 would say almost all stu
dents pay their tickets after they
get the notice,” said Diaz, adding
that if a student has more than
15 tickets or writes a bad check
to pay for a ticket, his records
will be held and he will be unable
to register.
“ Students are slowly learning
that they can’t just ignore park
ing tickets,’’she said.

“ I will never forgive him,” the
teen-ager said.
David lives in Orange County
with his mother, Marie, and
stepfather, Buena Park police Lt.
Richard Hafdahl, who helped in
vestigate the fire. “ He has
nightmares that his dad is chas-

ing him down the street,” Haf
dahl said.
Asked what is being done to
protect David, Kindel said that if
Rothenberg is ever “ not where
he’s supposed to be, then the
family, David, will be notified
immediately.”

= ROTHENBERG
From pages

Complete service and repair of diesel and gasoline automobiles
( F o r m e r ly th e
B u s S to p )

8AM-sPM
MON-FRI

2899 McMillan Rd., San Luis Obispo

the United States.
David Rothenberg, who is now
13, said he was frightened,
noting he keeps a BB gun by his
bed. “ I’d shoot his eye out if he
ever came over. I’d blind him,”
he said in a recent interview.

Old Country Deli
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WISDOM

TACKLE YOUR SUPER BOWL
HUNGER WITH A FOOTBALL
SHAPE SANDO!
Feeds 4 - 8 People

Order Early

New grads eager to break out of

yujrs

We’re looking for the newest

the ordinary are breaking into success

class of achievers. Those with the wisdom

at Conner. As an aggressive competitor

and drive to seek out the uncommon. In

in the disk drive industry, being different

return, we offer involvement at the fore

not only sets us apart from the crowd,

front of new technologies and tremendous

but ahead of it. In 1987, we achieved the

growth potential to those individuals with

fastest first-year growth in American

a BS degree in the areas of Mechanical

business history, and we've kept that same

and/or Electrical Engineering.

SUSHI BAP A i d JAPANESE' PESTAUPANT
___

momentum ever since. Overall 1989
results set an equally impressive record,
w ith revenues exceeding even our own
expectations. All because of one simple—

541-2968

ON-CAM PUS INTERVIEW S

WE HAVE
A FULL
SELECTION OF
LUNCHES AND

Tuesday, February 6

albeit unconventional—strategy: "sell,
design, build."

Contact your College Placement
Office today about our on-campus inter

Traditional disk drive manufacturers

views. If unable to see us while at your

design and build—then try to sell. In

campus, we encourage you to send your

contrast, Conner sells before we invest.

resume to College Recruiting, Dept. CPJS,

So we know we have a buyer who will

CONNER, 3081 Zänker Road, San Jose,

benefit from a product that meets their

CA 95134. We are an equal opportunity

needs precisely. As a result, we have

employer.

expanded both our customer base and
our product portfolio—and now attract
clients from the laptop, portable, desktop,
and workstation markets.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
SUSHI FROM 5 -7 p .m .
FOR $ 1 2 .7 5
• OUR SUSHI MAN WAS
TRAINED IN TOKYO
•THE LOWEST PRICES IN
TOWN.
•TRADITIONAL FOOD WITH A
CONTEMPORARY
ATMOSPHERE
773-B Foothill

541-3720
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***AMA***
MORRO BAY S TIGERS FOLLY JAN27
9-12PM TICKETS ON SALE IN BUS
l o b b y o n l y $8.00!! DON'T MISS
OUT ON THE FUN!!!
•WHAT IS SAM?*
COME FIND OUT ON THURSDAY!
■POLITICS IN CORPORATE US'
AG BLDG 220
ASME Meeting Today- Dave Wilson &
Prof R Mullisen on Cal Poly's
HPV Project 11am Bldg 52 Rm E27

Blow off school

Cal Poly Ski Club, SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus lines present
a 1 day trip Feb 9 $38 Includes
transportation, t-shirt,lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun!
Hurry last day to sign Fri.1/26!

543-9400
JACKSON
HOLE!
SKI CLUB Skiing Spring break for
only $350. Hurry $100 deposit due
Jan 8. Limited SpacelUU M-F 10-2
ME PIZZA FEED Tonight Anderson
Consulting 6:30pm Look for Fliers

AFRO-AMERICAN SUPPORT GROUP
MONDAYS 6-7PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
EATING DISORDERS GROUP
TUESDAYS 2-4PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
ART PRINT SALE
JAN.22-26
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE
BIOFEEDBACK FOR STRESS & ANXIETY
WEDNESDAYS 3-5 PM
INCEST A SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN
WEDNESDAYS 2-4 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511

Blow off school

Cal Poly Ski Club. SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus Lines present
a 1 day trip Feb.9. $38 includes
transportation, t-shirt, lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun! Hurry last
day to sig n up F ri.1 /2 6

543-9400
COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS
BUSH'S STATE OF THE UNION
JAN 31st
CREST PIZZA 5 30

ivents

M u s t a n g D a il y
C

DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

CORPS

OOO MILLS

GIVE
BLOOD
TODAY!

CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
9am - 2pm

WIN!!!

A DINNER FOR TWO /VT DAVINCIS
RESTAURANT
MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS IS
HAVING A SPECIAL VALENTINES
DRAWING-PUT YOUR LOVE IN
PRINT IN OUR SPECIAL FEBRUARY
14TH ISSUE AND YOU
AUTOMATICALLY QUALIFY!
LOOK FOR OUR SPECIAL "REDFORMS IN THE UU OR AT THE
MUSTANG DAILY GRAPHIC ARTS 226
FORMS ALSO AVAILABLE PERIODICALLY
IN THE PAPER:DEADLINE FEB 7
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment Minimal
Money Raise $1,400
Cost Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call OGMC:
1(800)932-0528/1 (800)950-8472,ext 10

Congratulations to all the
new Delta Sig actives
YITBOS

EK Pledges- You re one of a kirxf.
your smiling faces are so easy to
find Keep the good times rolling
-there are many to be had- A
Winter Wbnderland affair who
will be your lad’ Love the Actives
Sigma Chi- We can t wait
Friday s exchange is the perfect
start to a crazy weekend See
you there' Love, the Sigmas'

5-14-1305,466-0637.927-0369

R&R Word Processing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appf

$500 COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS!!
For internships.senior projects
or student service projects that
help our comm, must be upr div
2 5GPA Ideas and application avail
in UU 217 or call Sam X2476"
Experience Opportunity!
Research experience with a
physical therapist Great for
Grad or professional schools
Call 544-1146 for Jill ASAP

ARTISTS to do wildlife designs
for Dolphin Shirt Co Royalties
Call Chris at 541-2566______________
EARN UP TO $10 AN HOUR!
Copeland's Sports distribution
center is now accepting
applications for temporary posisions Job duties consist of
lifting boxes -► pricing inventory
Hrs 4 pm-12 midnight M-F V\tork
assignment starts Feb 1st Apply in
person 181 Suburban Rd 8am-5pm.
Full time Field Technicals for 5
months at Research farm Start
April Excellent opportunity to
gam experience in agriculture
and research Similar job also
starting m June Contact Dr
Chuck Doty. ICI Americas 498 N
Mariposa,Visalia Ca 93277 209747-0713 (EOE)
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040 $59 230 yr
Now Hiring Call (1» 805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
It s no secret Alaskian fishermen
in Alaska make BIG bucks and Umv
of Washington students in Seattle
are getting most of the jobs Here s
how where and for who & inside
tips to gel you started Send $10
to Alaska Opportunities PO Box 278
Alleghany.OR .97407 Don t delay
Applications for this summer should
be in ASAP'
MCAT Instructor. Nat I Test Prep
Co Teach Our Info On Campus
685-5767

Reach about 16,000 people with your message. Call 756-1143 fo r more Information.

TDOM^

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
S iiy k ^ ia g it

r;:ASTERS THESES - LINDA DLACK

M u s ta n g D a ily C la s s ifie d s S e ll!

school

ARMY ROTC

FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH
LASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
PROTYPE Call Patty 544-1783
Senior Proj & More-Laser Printer

A DINNER FOR TWO AT DaVINCIS
RESTURANT
MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIED IS
HAVING A SPECIAL VALENTINES
DRAWING-PUT YOUR LOVES IN
PRINT IN OUR SPECIAL FEB
14TH ISSUE AND YOU
AUTOMATICALLY QUALIFY!
LOOK FOR OUR SPECIAL REDFORM IN THE UU OR AT THE
MUSTANG DAILY GRAPHIC ARTS 226
FORMS ALSO AVAILABLE PERIODICALLY

Lambda Chi had a great time at
the Pledge-Active, don't forget,
the ITALIAN WEDDING is just
around the corner.

If you’re a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for a three-year or
two-year scholarship. From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credentials impres
sive to future employers.
See CPT Dave Singleton, Dexter
Building, Room 115 or call ‘SLO-ROTC
(756-7682).

SWEATS.CAPS.UNIFORMS
CUSTOM SCREENPRINTED FOR YOUR
CLUB.TEAM OR EVENT
ASAP 466-6609

HEY WOW BOARDIKAREN.STEVE.LISA
LORI.DAVE.ANDRENE: Hope you re
ready for us.we're ready for you'
Just give in and en)oy the throb
bing erratic pulse of the cosmic
WOW' Moo-MikeChrisContwaLoriKim
StanGregLysetteSamJoannAndvDenise
ErikChrisfineDaveMattLisaJoesScott
ScottieStarkJillTomBrianAnnette
MindyNancRonAliciaSusanHallie
HammerErinNancyT inaCarriMara

ALPHA CHI

ON GOOD GRADES

Ram jacket found on Jan.11 in
Fisher Sci. foyer call to ID
Eric 544-7753

543-9400

Greek News

IN

T-SHIRTS

Blow off school

WIN!!

rn c H

Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

CHANGING WORD PROCESSORS? DEC.
IBM. Micom. NBI Xerox., to WP
4 2, 5.-0. 5 1, MS Word ..Call us
2_13-3^-362^ CAMSON CONVERSIONS

Cal Poly Ski Club. SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus Lines present
a 1 day trip Feb 9 $38 includes
transportation, t-shirt, lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun!
Hurry last day to sign up-Fri.1'26

l a s s if ie d s

h a s a c o n v e n ie n t

TRAINING

HELP SAVE
A LIFE!

RE-ENTRY DISCUSSION GROUP
THURSDAYS 11-12PM
INTERPERSONAL GROUP
THURSDAYS 3-5PM
COUNSELING S ^V IC E S 756-2511
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP
MONDAYS 3-5 PM
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS
FEB 6TH 13TH & 20TH 3-5 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511

IN THE PAPER DEADLINE FEB 7TH
GET INVOLVED IN WELLNESS
Peer Health Education Positions
available in
SEXUALITY AIDS.ALCOHOL DRUG
USE.LIFESTYLE WELLNESS.ORAL
HEALTH AND NUTRITION
Learn about
Current health trends/promotion
Communication Skills.Counseling
Teaching Public Spaakmg
VALUABLE PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
Applications available at the
Health Center 756-1211
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS:
Thursday Jan 18.11 00am
Wednesday .Jan 24,12 NOON

OFFICERS'
$ 2 7 5 0 .0 0

A niH H H ig H i e i i t s
d a n c e u n d e r t h e m o o n l ig h t o n

RESERVE

^UU, 1 GOT StUT
TO THt PRIHOPACS
OFFlCt, JUST

L\<£ HUW8ER5

TWO m
DIO.

FlVt

Summer management internship
interviews now taking place
Gam valuable experience manag
ing a team of employees,customers
and suppliers.Successful appli
cants will undergo extensive
training. Average summer earnings
range $6-10.000 call student
painters' for information
1-800-426-6441

teT ePHONEDeception wc5Wk 4 50
hr plus bonus no exp necessary
students welcome apply Campus
Motel 404 Santa Rosa :118 after
9 00am no phone calls please
TELEQUIZ PROMOTION has immediate
openings full or part time
Apply 404 Santa Rosa-Campus Motel
^ 1 8 after 9 00 am
Want to spend the summer m the
High Sierras working with childrenWalton's Grizzly Lodge Summer Camp
IS interviewing for counseling
positions Write Bob Stem 4009
Sheridan Cf Auburn CA 95603Phone (916) 823-9260

CASSETTES CASETTES, Cassettes
from only 99 cents when you bring
a trade-m, lowest prices, great
selection best guarantee
Cheap Thrills S Recycled Records
Cash for Used 783 Marsh SLO
Lift Ticket to Alpine Meadows
$25 Call Stew at 544-7566
SKIERS-ONLY SKIED 1 2 DAY-NEW K2
5500 W' SOL BINDINGS S250-SZ10
NORDICA ^ O T S $50 542-9509
SUB COMICS GAMES & PIASTERS Tst
With comics Discount prices on
gaming 1 st w posters & graphics
Copied but not equalled'
785 Marsh SLO 541-3735______________
Want to get a good nites steep’
Then read this
Twin bed w box spring and frame
EXCELLENT CONDITION'
Only 2’ * yrs old new $225 Now 565
Call Mark at 541-1683
Of leave message

\ ^ ' erbed-qu^

19 NishikiM fnBikeexcl cond
Front bar pack and seat pack
some work tools mcl $200
543-1969 ask for Chris

BIKE FIX

This Thursday 1-25 from 10-2
m the UU wheels trued, brakes
and deraileurs adjusted only S3

Bikes?Repaired
541-6596

GEE.Z, ><00 ^
GU'<S.' EVEN!
If ICU OOHT
OOKT GET SEHT L\k,E OOR
TO THE PR\NC\PM PtRÇORMMCE
EÆKi
TOU CM GO
lOUTíE WAKIKG TO SCHOOL
HE
BAO.'
Y m S iL f'

PAY.'

n^ ze-woo^^

HEATER-LINER-$100 PH 549-8125

HHOA, LETS
FOUR. HERE
Tou able to
HOT JUMP TO
COHCLOSlOHS' 5W\PE AHI
VM JUST
CHALK ’’ ^
SATlHG THERES
liOOM FOR
IMPROUEMEMT
PRlHClPAL

Bicycles

PARAMOUNT

58cm GOOD CONDITION,LOTS XTRAS
$900.ALSO THULE RACKS 4BK 3SKI
S150.CALL JEFF 543-1554

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON $600
CALL ED 546-9756
72 Custom' Datsun 510-Rblt Eng,
Just Tuned, Runs Well Stereo,
$1400 OBO Can Jamal 544-5238
CAR CARE KITM
Shiny car soap.car wax.car cleaner
window cleaner, glove sponge and
bucket all for $19.95 543-2764

Female dorm room available now
fun atmosphere price neg call
lObin 541-9561
Female RMMT Needed Spring Quarter
240 MO &util Close to Poly Call
Karen. Lee Ann or Victoria 546-9083
HELP' m a l e ROOMATE NEEDED
AVAILABLE NOW-NEAR POLY
$200 m o n t h CALL 549-0328
Shared room 1 3utilities water paid
210 month close to Poly, covered
garage tan roommates Tina 545-8564

Rental Housing
Room for Rent
First.last.sec deposif-S905 00
Pine Creek Apts 541-4936
Please leave message

Ftofiws for Sale
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? 'or FREE
LIST 0*ALL Least Expensive Houses
&COndos m SLO call STEVE NELSON
543-8370 $ Lv messg Farrel Smyth R E

Business
Directory
LIMOUSINE SERVICE
For Any Special Occaalon
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

KINKO'Q PnPIPQ
ASK ABOUT OUR RESUME PACKAGE!!
OPEN 24 HOURS! 543-0771
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19 95 Placemt Center Forms

MEVER
BAJA BOBS WET SUIT REPAIR
PYROSYK WETSUIT 481-4683

y

CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
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RANCH
From page 1

The student will be tutored by
Basham in hands-on manage
ment experience.

The property primarily will be
used for cattle operations and
dry land farming.

"I don’t want to be the boss
but want them (Cal Poly stu
dents) to make the decisions,”
Basham said. ‘‘I will give the
students advice, but I enjoy hav
ing a little more freedom.”
Basham said he fully intends

The plan is to put an advanced
junior or senior student on the
ranch for one to two quarters. A
mobile home, put on the ranch by
Cal Poly, will house the student,
who will serve as intern manager.

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an inten
sive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.

at some time or another to will
the ranch to Cal Poly.
“ If I’m dead after the five-year
lease, I would will it to them,” he
said.
Scotto said as the utilization of
the ranch expands in the future,
three modes of instruction will be
used in ed u catin g various
agriculture students.
Field trips to the ranch, located
50 miles north of San Luis
Obispo, would provide a unique
opportunity to expose students
to a successful large scale farm
ing and cattle operation, Scotto
said. Also, class projects in such
classes as ranch management,
o p e ra tin g
state m e n ts, pest
management, and other activities
can be integrated into the School

of Agriculture.
Independent studies in various
disciplines also may enable stu
dents to work with an instructor
on special-problems projects on
the ranch. This would include
applying things learned in class
to the problems confronting a
student on the ranch.
Also, resident internships for
qualified students could provide
an opportunity for students to
apply the knowledge they have
gained in the classroom to the
day-to-day management of the
ranch.
Scotto said animal sciences
and industry, agribusiness, agri
c u ltu ra l en g in eerin g ,
crop
s c i e nc e , n a t u r a l r e s o u r c e
673 Higuera
San Luis Obispo
(805)543-6146

A representative will be on campus
F rid a y ,
I ;

1 6 , 1990
3 : 0 0 pm
C e n t e r //111

M arch

0 0 pm

P la c e m e n t

-

For more information
contact your career center at: ( 8 0 5 )

t

CAL

POLY

756-2501

Lawyer's Assistant Program
Room 318, Serra Hall
Sa n Diego. CA 92110
(619) 260 4579

liuvc'iKily
i.il iSiin D ir ^ >

ALBUM
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David
Meece
LEARNINC; TO TRUST

Nam e
Current
Address
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State

Zio

$1.50 OFF

Current Phone «

W ith This Ad Only
Expires 2-1-90

Permanent Phone #

SCORE BIG

WITH

UPPER
CRUST
PIZZTl

The Basham property is the
second piece of real estate the
university will lease in teaching
hands-on training to agriculture
students. The first was a long
term lease on the 3,300-acre
Swanton Pacific Ranch in Santa
Cruz County. This brings the
total to 8,300 acres of leased
land.

THOMAS
From page 4
clear waste for 10,000 years, he
said, or store it until the federal
government says what to do with
it.
“ Mos t
other
countries
reprocess, but we don’t because
one byproduct is plutonium,” he
said, “ and someone might get
their hands on it and construct a
nuclear bomb.”
Despite criticism, the power
plant stands as the most conser
vatively designed and engineered
building in the world, he said,
even as it sits on a fault.
“ In the event of an earthquake,
1 would want to be in the control
room or the reactor building,” he
said. “ The plant is the safest
place.”
He said the 2,000 employees
act like an insurance policy
because no one wants a nuclear
accident.

Home o f The Chicago
Stylet Thick Crust Pizza!
Call

542-0400
and have

UPPER CRUST

- DELIVER-

U pper C rust Traditional Pizza with
Chicago Style Thick Crust
Hawaii Four-O
T^iniv iucca Cinaaiaa oacon.
circ.ct 01 Scil ocopcn. pincaopic w cajci
ma cunew nuis

Our ncamcu eat* wiui oupparoiu.
rm ioiiii oaoon.
Dlacc (Miv«.
■nuwoDonii. oeii oeopun. lommci
iM rtai oicoa oiu
Meaiuin>l!.*S
$ 16.93

management, soil science and
ornamental horticulture depart
ments and majors will benefit
from the Basham Ranch.
“ Being involved in this opera
tion will help students round out
their education,”
he said.
“ There’s nothing like practical
experience because book things
don’t always hold true.”

\lc a iu n i>9 9S Lurfc $13.93

Vetetanan
Oniv me tresnesi increoicnia are uMd —
'nuuirooRii. olaca olivas. ocU peppen.
mioni and noe lomaioes
Meoiuni $9 SO Larpe $ 12.73
The Madonna MoMiiain
Seaionea :;rDuna uutace and noe oiack olives
piJad hi|n on .Motarcila cneese and loccial laucc
Mcoium>$.33 Larga $ 11.30

n ic to p e r CruM Special
Canaoian paeon, ç ttn oiives ana tausafc.
crownco wiui oiive oti ina oaimesan
Meajuin$9 43 Larecilî.^O

=H=

Your Pizza
To Your Door
on Super Bowl
Sunday
or
Come In and
Dine With Us
As You Watch
The Game On
Our New
Television!

Upper Crust Gourm et Pizza
Caliro
Uppar C ni« Pm u ñ u »
Pein. to ta ta lk cneeae. lunotnad lomataet.
Homemartt pesio, teta cneese.
roasKd garlic, pariicv. Piace pepper,
tRsn lomaiocv arnchoM noaru
vvgio O liv e O li and paimesan
Croce olivet, swe« sausage,
virpa Olive mi ano parmesan
$10 93
$>I^S
■ evarlp H H il
OiiMes or baroecuad cfeKeca
mreodad Fonona led aBoltad
averea wnji tweci rad onioa slicet aad ftwli ORfaiio

$10.93

Or Build Your Own
Cbteae
Sanaafc

Caoadiaa bacon

Bacon mis
Ancnoviat
Casbe« nina
Bell peppen

lalapenn peppen

Salar»
Oreen Mivct
Ornons

Black oüvea
Tow o*

785 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo CA 93401
(805) 542-0400
Open Sun-Thurs: 11-10 P.M.
Fri & Sat: 11-Midnight

